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Look inside for "Dating! A Racer
Odyssey." This special section
chronicles the evolution of dating
over the last 50 years.

pap eleven
Racers lost their
first Ohio Valley Conference
game of the season Saturday
against Tennessee Tech 15-12.

Tuition jumps;
offsets possible
funding decrease
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

News EDITOR
The Board of Regents voted I 0-1 to
raise tuition 8.8 percent for the 200203 academic year, with Student
Regent Nikki Key casting the only dissenting vote. Key said ~he wants the
voice of the students to be heard loud
and clear in both Murray and Frankfort.
Before the vote, Key said the
increased burden on students. who will
foot 40 percent of the Univer!iity's
budget through tuition and fees, is too
much for studentS and their families.
"Students understand that the economy is bad for the state budget right
now, but it is also bad for families and
students," Key said in her statement to
the Regents. "It amazes me that our
state government allows this to happen
because T was under the impression
that one of the main goals of public
higher education is accessibility. But
continually looking to the students to
finance the ever-increasing need for
more money completely negates this
goal.''
,....,_ oo.=_ Univen;iJy. President Kern Alexander brought the tuition proposal to the
Regentl; after the issue was discussed
at their retreat on Oct. 2. Alexander
sa1tl he did not want to propo11e a
tuition increase, but the state funding
outlook gave him no choice.
"I don't want to recommend any
increases to the board. but looking at
the state economy and the possibility
of 1ero to I percent (state funding)
increases. we just don't have another
choice," Alexander said.
After the meeting. Alexander said
the tuition increase to supplement the
University's budget is makmg Murray
State more like a private institution in
how it gets its funding , but without the
private schools' benefit of federal
assistance .
"Every year. the state money
decreases and lhe student dollars
increase •.. the only source of revenue
that can substitute for state support is
what the students pay," he said.
"We're concerned that we won't be a
sra~ university anymore. At firM we
were state-funded, then we were stateassisted, eventually we're going to be
a state-associated; university,"
Alexander said the tuition increase
will add more than $3 million in atlditional revenue if enrollment stay!> over
9.500 students and there is a zero percent increase in state funding. Current
enrollment estimates have the University's enrollment at more than 9,600
for next year. The increase will help
fund u 1.8 percent increase in faculty
and staff salaries, health insurance.
scholarships and other University
expense~.

Many other universities across the
state have already increased tuition
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rates for next year. Northern Kentucky
University raised tuition 5.5 percent,
the University of Louisville raised
tuition 6 percent. the University of
Kentucky 6.4 percent. Kentucky State
University 7.5 percent, Morehead
State 8 percent, Eastern Kentucky 9.5
percent and Western Kentucky 9.7
percent.
According to the University News
Bureau, institutions in Alabama. Mississippi, Illinois and Tennessee face
tuition increases of up to 15 percent.
Upon the tuition and fees increase.
in-state tuition will be $1,516 for
undergratluates and $1579.50 for graduate students. Out-of-state tuition and
fees will increase to $4,056 for undergraduates and $4369.50 for graduate
students.
Alexander said it was important to
note Murray State will still be cheaper
than many of the other .state regional
schools. For example, Murray State
will still be $44 cheaper tl1an We~tem
Kentucky University on in-state
tuition and mandatory fees for fulltime students, Alexander said.
According to the CPE, ull .state irutitutions must set tuition for two consecutive years each year before Nov. l.
Therefore. Alexander proposed a 7.5
percent increase for the 2003-04
school year. The measure pa!ised 9-2
with Regent Wells Lovett of Owensboro and Key voting no.
Alexander said the figure was based
on tuition increases from 1999-2000
and 2000-0 I, and was subject to
change.
The board also unanimously
approved raising student activity fees
from $17.50 to $20.50 per credit hour
to help fund the proposed .$15 million
student wellness center.
After the vote. Key brought a
motion to earmark the increased activity fees. wh1ch would fund $5 million
of the cost of the center, specifically
for the center, and to have faculty and
staff pay a monthly fee upon the facility's completion. Students would be
able to use the facility for free because
they would pay for it through fees.
That motion also passed unanimously.
Key said students were overwhelmingly in favor of paying a small fee
increase for the center in different Student Government Association surveys
and polls on campus. but added students would like to see their contribution matched by the state.
Alexander said he is asking for $10
million in state funding to help build
the center, which b the University's
No. 2 state-funding priority; but. he
said "that was a pretty big if."
Vice President of Facilities Management Dewey Yeatts ~aid the University has contingency plans for a !imaller
facility if the state decides not to help
fund the center.

Tuition Costs: 1996-2003
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Karly Grlther. freshman from St. Genevieve, Mo., and Brandl Minter, sophomore from Big Spring, add some of the last few
napldns to the Alpha Sigma Alpha and Alpha Sigma Phi float. The sorority and fraternity purchased 10,000 napldns for the
float and soon realized they would need thousands more. For more homecoming coverage, refer to page eight.

Libraries set aside funds because of budget hold
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

As a S percent budget cut
looms over Murrav StaLe. University departments have
begun planning for cuts or
their
own.
University
Libraries is no exception.
All state activities. including universities. are funded by
the Kentucky General Fund.
That fund is at its lowest in

almost a decade, and this staff, as well as some hours of
means a {>robable 5- percent student employment.
budget cut for Murray State
University Libraries set
and nll its departments. Uni- aside 5 percent of its operating
versity Libraries is just one of budget until a final figure is
the departments affected by determined by the state.
the budget hold.
"We had to identify a perAccording to Dean of Uni- centage to set aside," Harmon
versity Libraries Coy Harmon, said. "That percentage has
his department trimmed about been removed from our active
$90,000 in expenses. Univer- budget. My cut was 5 persity Libraries cut two vacant cent."
positions, one faculty and one
Harmon said $40,000 came

out of their acquisitions budget, and the rest of the money
came from other areas. Even
faculty helped in lowering
spending by canceling subscriptions to various journals.
"We had to make some
tough decisions," Harmo~
said. "We moved staff around;
so there's a bit of a deficiencY,
as far as management is con~

see UBRARY /14

IFC forms committee Wall gives students
to examine rush policy forum for expression
BY JASON BILliNGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

An Interfraternity Council
committee has been formed to
examine the issue of allowing
first-semester freshmen to
Rush .
IFC Social Chair Jon
Wright is heading the committee that will examine th~
issue over the course of the
2001-02 academi<.- year. und
eventually form a proposal to
bring before the IFC late in
the spring semester. The proposal might allow first-semester freshmen to Ruo;h neKt fall,
provided they meet certain
criteria.
"I went into this real negative about taking fir~t-semes
ter freshmen," Wright said .
"But, I feel if it's done right,
it can do nothing but good and
increase numbers. but u has to
he done right. h will make the
quality of Rush better and
make everyone worry about
grades a little bit more."

The committee was formed
after Sigma Pi proposed an
amendment at the Sept. 4 IFC
meeting to let first-semester
freshmen Rush if a chapter
was currently below 30 total
members. A similar proposal
was brought by Sigma Phi
Epsilon last year and passed.
The amendment this year by
Sigma Pi was defeated 5-4 on
Sept. II.
Wright said since the proposal was made right before
Rush this year. he believed
the IFC ,had not had time to
fully examine the issue. Now,
with the committee. Wright
said there is an opportunity to
make an educated decision on
the matter.
This fall, the committee will
contact the most-successful
Greek systems across the
region that allow first-!'lemester freshmen to Rush and ask
them questions on how sue-

see IFC I 14

By

TAYLOR EWING
STAFF WRITER

The Student Government
Association's latest effon to
:;how support for the victims
of the Sept. II tragedies went
up in the form of a remembrance wall on Wednesday.
The remembrance wall.
located in front of the Thoroughbred Room. will give students an opportunity to share
their thoughts and prayers
with other students in the
o;tate, as well as the tragedy
victims.
SGA Vice President Billy
Hansen said the remembrance
wall. a triangular wooden
structure about eight feet tall.
provides a valuable service to
students and the nation.
"The remembrance wall is
for any student or faculty
member to leave messages.
poetry or quotes, so we can
see each others' views and
feelings about the tragedy,"
Hansen said.

SGA President Nikki Key
said students and faculty ca"
leave messages on the wall fod
the next two weeks, at whic~
time the wooden structure wil'
be sent to Frankfort and con~
nected with walls from thcS
seven other Kentucky publi~
universities.
~
"It's an initiative that's bee
taken by every public univer I
sity in the state, U of L. UKt
Kentucky State. Morehead,
Western. Northern Kentucky:
Eastern Kentucky and MurraYj
State," Key said. "It's some,
thing that we as students o~
higher educut ion can d<l
together to show support fo!
the victims. I think it makes· ~
really powerful statemeni
•
coming from all of us."
Key said after the walls ar~
connected in Frankfort, theY,
will tour the state and eventu1
ally go to a memorial in Ne~
York City or Washington:
I

I

see WALL /14
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Local National Guard unit
to provide airport security
Members of the Murray unit of
the Kentucky National Guard have
been called upon to provide additional airport security.
Sgt. Jimmy Tubbs said approximately 30 men and women from
the 130-member 438th Military
Police Academy in Murray left Sunday to begin training at a Federal
Aviation Administration training

cost of the class will be $40, and
dance partners are not necessary.
Space is limited.
For more information, or to register, contact the Center for Continuing Education at (270) 762-3662 or 1-

800-669-7654.

Downtown celebration
coincides with parade

Murray Main Street is hosting a
Saturday Market Celebration to
school.
coincide with the Murray State
Upon completion of a one-week . Homecoming p arade from 8 a.m.
training program, the National to noon Oct. 13 downtown on the
• Guard members will be stationed at court square.
Kentucky airports in an effort to
The Autumn Celebration will
provide heightened security, Tubbs include fresh fall produce, heirsaid.
loom, mums, p umpkins and
While Tubbs said the Murray gourds, along with special activi• troops will only be used in Ken- ties for children.
tucky airports, he was unable to say
at which airports they would be
. used and for how long, only that it MSU SK Homecoming 111n
starts weekend events
could be up to six months.
The 19th Annual Homecoming
Run will take place at 5 p.m. today.
Ballroom Dancing class
The SK race through the Murray
to be taught on campus
State campus is open to everyone.
The Center for Continuing Educa- Entry fees are $15 if not already pretion is sponsoring a non-credit Ball- registered. T-shirts will be guaranroom Dancing class open to all stu- teed to only those who preregisdents.
tered.
The class will be taught by profesMSU Bookstore gift certificates
sional instructor Elsie Thurman and will be awarded to first place win• will begin Oct. 29 and continue for ners, one male and one female in
five consecutive Mondays through each age division.
Nov. 26.
Entry forms can be picked up at
The class will meet from 7 to 8 the Campus Recreation Office, Cur·
p.m. in the Carr Health Building ris Center first floor, or by calling
762-6791 or 762-4458.
Dance Room.
Check-in wilJ begin at 4 p.m.
The Fox Trot, Waltz, Rumba and
today
in front of Carr Health.
aspects of Swing will be taught. The

tl1e
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Residential college societies

to debate military forces
The MSU Speech and Debate
Club, Residential College Debate
Societies and the Department of
Organizational Communication will
present the Fall 2001 on-campus
debate from 7 to 8 p.m. Oct. 23 in the
Curris Center Theater.
The Springer-Franklin College
Debate Society w ill argue that the
use of heavy artillery during the
"Operation Enduring Freedom"
will be more beneficial to the United
States in the future than non-use of
these strong military forces. The
Richmond College Debate Society
will be opposing that argument.

•Police Beat
Thursday, Oct. 4
11:17 a.m. A subject was pulled over for getting angry with a parking enforcement officer
and was advised that behavior would not be
tolerated.
2:33 p.m. Someone reported a controlled substance was being used in Springer College.
3:28 p .m . A studen t reported stolen books
from Hester College to the Housing Office.
4:01 p.m. A caller reported a missing bicycle
from an area by Elizabeth College. A report
was taken.
9:03 p.m. Someone reported a threatening email he had received. A report was taken for
terroristic threatening.

Friday, Oct. 5

Donor bricks sale
benefits downtown area
Murray Main Street is selling
donor bricks to be set in a designated area around the court square.
Each engraved brick costs $50
with all proceeds supporting Murray Main Street and its revitalization
efforts of the downtown area. Multiple bricks, which can be placed
together, may be purchased.
The categories to choose from are
In Honor of, Veterans, Business, just
Because and Pets. Each brick will
have two lines available for engraving with 13 characters per line.
For further information on how to
purchase a special brick, call Robin
or William at the Main Street office
at 759-9474.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Assistant News Editor Marci Olven.

12:52 a.m. A noise complaint at Elizabeth College was reported. Individuals were gone
upon officer arrival.
11:16 a.m. A vehicle parked in the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot was damaged. A
report was taken.

Saturday, Oct. 6
12:27 a.m . A caller reported the smell of marijuana in Regents College. The inciden t was
turned over to the Housing Office.
3:28 a.m. Richard Johnson, a non-stud ent, was
arrested for DUI at 12th and Payne streets.
2:55 p.m. a student reported her mailbox had
been bro ken into last month. She h as switched
boxes but believes someone is trying to get
credit cards in her name. She was advised to
contact the Postal Inspector and the credit
card companies.

Sunday, Oct. 7
1:52 a.m. Jason Sullivan, a senior from Madis·

Monday, Oct. 8
5 a.m. Students were drinking beer in Richmond College hallways. A housing disciplinary referral was filed.
5 a.m. Housing reported the smell of marijuana on th e Regents College fifth floor. A housing d isciplinary referral was filed .
5:43 p.m. A caller requested an ambulance for
a cheerleader who had fallen and hit her head
in Carr Health. The female was transported
by Em ergency Medical Services.

Tuesday, Oct. 9
6:52 a .m . A s ubject called to report her roommate left to go walking with a friend at 10:15
the previous n ight and had not returned. The
roommate's friend had not returned to his
residence either.
11:10 p.m. The smell of marijuana was reported on Regents College first floor. No marijuana was found upon officer arrival.

Wednesday, Oct. 10
2:52 p.m . A caller was concerned about an
unidentified liquid found in the Carr Health
weight room.
11:43 p.m. A fight in progress in the parking
lot by Saturdays was reported .
Motorist assists - I 0
Racer escorts - 4
Police Beat is compiled by Mczrci Owen, assistant
news editor, from materiab pro1•iJed by Public
Safety. All dilpatched calls are not listed.

"The Murny Stat. News" striYes to be the UniversityCG~Mtuni
ty's ....a fOf' lnforniMion.
Our goal Is to .,...nt that Information In a fair and unbiased

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertlsllll= 762-4478
Fu: 762-3175

E·MaU:

onv ille, was arrested for DUI at 15th and
Poplar streets.
3:07 a.m. Someone reported a motor \"ehicle
theft. The car was found wrecked on Waldrop
Drive. The vehicle had not been stolen.

manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression and

EN EWS.org

nurrJ\ !>tOle "~'\ son I" .

debate.
"The Mum~y SbD News" offers a hands-on lumlng ermi'Oftlllelll
for those students lltleretted in )oumalism or other fields re1at1nc
to the production of. newspaper.
The c:anapus .,..... lhouJd be free from censorship and advance
•n .... of
own editorial and news poHdes.

ecw;..., • ....... .._.. • ,_ • ..-......,

thenews@murraystate.edu

'Fall ceareer 'Fair
Wednesday, October 17, 2001
•
10:00 AM-2:00PM
•
Curris Center, 3rd Floor
•Bring resumes and dress professionally•
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Check the web site for a continuous listing of participants at:

....

.

http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/careerservices/careerfair.htm
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

1._

~er

~rvices

....

21 0 Ordway Hall
Murray, KY 42071
762-3735 career.services@murraystate.edu
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Suspicious package contents spark
Lexington clinic investigation

Investigation continues
In Rorida anthrax case

LEXINGTON (AP) - Three people said they
became ill after a package containing a white powder was opened at a Lexington clinic, officials said
Tuesday.
The substance was taken to the University of Ken·
tucky Medical Center, where it wac; being tested
under the supervision of the FBI. Lexington Assistant Fire Chief Joseph Riley said.
The three workers w~re treated at the scene and
reponed they were feeling fine after about 45 minUies. :They later were transported to the UK hospital
for observallon, Riley said.
1l1eir symptoms included dry mouth, headache
• and numb tongues, he said.
About 20 other people who were in the Urgent
Treatment Center were being brought to the hospital
as a precautionary measure. According to a hospital
statement. none showed any signs of illness, but cultures from their na~al cnvities will be examined for
spores.
Test results will be provided to law enforcement
authorities when they are available, the statement
said.
It was the second scare involving a suspicious
piece of mail in Kentucky on Tuesday.
In Covington, seven workers at an Internal Revenue Service center were treated after an employee
found a suspicious letter. The report prompted
heightened security measures, but preliminary tests
on the piece of mail contained no trace of any hann·
ful substance. Covington Police Capt. Mike Kmft
said.

Kentucky budget possibly cut by
another $200 million in January
FRANKFORT (AP> - The economists charged
with making Kentucky's official rev~ue foreca.'its
arc close to producing new estimates that will force
another round of budget cuts for the state.
Budget director Jamc~ Ramsey said Tuesday the
total new cute; would be about $200 million on top of
the $326 million already cut from stale spending this
fiscal year.
The Consensus Forecasting Group 'wiU meet
again WOOfiesday to make its fonnal findings, both
for the curTent fiscal year and the coming two years.
Gov. Paul Patton's budget for the 2003-04 biennium, which will be presented to the General Assem·
bly in January. will be based on the revenue estimates produced by the foreca-;ting group.
The latest ~timates will make for the deepest budget cuts in more than a decade in state government.
The newcsr cutS could mean more drastic measures. perhaps including layoffs of state employees
und reductions in state spending on education, which
wa-; avoided in earlier rounds.

BOCA RATON, Aa. (AP) • FBI
agents wearing white moon suits and
gas masks scoured the newspaper
offices of two men whose exposure
to anthrax ha.'i prompted heightened
fear of bioterrorism across the country.
The search turned up no funher
sign of anthrax in Robert Stevens'
office since traces were discovered
on his computer keyboard Stevens,
63, a photo editor with the Sun
tabloid died last week of inhaled
anthrax. a mre, particularly lethal
form of the disease.
Preliminary testing at the federal
labs on the anthrax that lcilled Stevens
ha.c; found a possible match to a strain
connected to an Iowa lab, a law
enforcement official said Wednesday. The official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said further testing
to defrnitively make the match could
take several days.
Anthrax spores also were found in
the nose of mail room worker Emesto
Blanco. 73. He remained in good
condition, Aorida health department
spokesman Tim O'Connor said.
Health officials said there have
been no additional cases of contamination, but some 770 people were
awaiting test results to determine
whether they had contact with the
anthrax at the Boca Raton headquarters of publisher American Media
Inc.
It could take days for the nasal
swab test results to come back. Follow-up blood tests also were planned.
and those results could take weeks.

No deaths, serious injuries
in Oklahoma tomadoes
CORDELL, Okla. (AP) - Emergency crews and residents began
cleaning up Wednesday after a series
of tornadoes tore across the Plains.
severely damaging more than 100
homes and leaving tons of debris.
No serious injuries were reported
after a twister leveled homes, toppled
power lines and tossed cars like toys
Tuesday atternocm. Most of the dam·
aged homes were in Cordell. a town
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of 3.000 in western Oklahoma. but
six tornadoes also caused damage in
cenual Nebraska late Tuesday.
By Wednesday, 20 people who had
been reported as unaccounted-for late
Tuesday had been found.
Five people. including an infant,
were released from a hospital after
being treated for injuries from flying
glass and debris. One man, who was
in a house when the roof collapsed,
was transferred to another hospital
for further tests.
Utility crews woric:ed all night to
fix fallen power lines. The damaged
part of the town remained without
power Wednesday.

Two women found dead
in St. Louis suburb
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill. (AP) -Two
women were found slain one day
apart, bringing to eight the number of
black women whose bodies were
found here in the past two years.
Police said the two most recent
killings appear to be unrelated to each
other or to the other six slayings.
"There is no connection that we see,"
detective Sgt. James Mister said
Tuesday.
The body of Lolina Collins, 4 I, of
Rock Hill. Mo.. was found in weeds
near a park Sunday. An autopsy
showed she had been strangled. Her
body, clad only in a bra, was found
with a trash bag over the ankles and a
second trash bag over her arms.
The mother of three had worked at
a state hospital until April, and was
planning to become an elementary
school teacher, said her husband,
Tom.
Police also identified the body
Brenda R. Beasley, 33, of StLouis.
A motorist found her nude body lying
by a fare hydrant Monday. The cause
of death was not immediately determined.
The mother of four woric:ed fulltime at a fast food ~tauranl
The bodies of six other black
women have been found in the same
general area in East St. Louis since
November 1999. Most were in areas
frequented by prostitutes and drug
users.

Mysterious envelope
found at German office
BERLIN (AP) - German
authorities were investigating an
envelope containing while powder found in a parking garage for
possible infectious agents, the
Robert Koch Institute announced
Wednesday.
The institute, which is heading
a new government information
center for biological warfare,
said the envelope was found with
an inscription that could be taken
as a threat.
Investigators expected to have
preliminary resu Its of tests on the
contents by 6 p.m. (1600 GMT).
Police sealed off a Berlin furniture store Wednesday after a
janitor found the suspicious
envelope in the parking lot. Six
people were taken to hospital to
check for possible contamination
and police took down the names
of about 500 others in the store at
the time.
The envelope was taken to a
lab for analysis. City health offi·
cials said they had no immediate
suspicion that the envelope contained a dangerous substance.

Taliban: counby is stil
Intact, bin Laden alve
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) •
Afghanistan's Taliban rulers said
they were still capable of defend·
ing the country despite new
attacks Wednesday on their
borne base of Kandahar and U.S.
claims of air supremacy. They
also said terror suspect Osarna
bin Laden was alive and safe.
The Taliban's ambassador to
Pakistan. Abdul Salam Zaeef,
said the opposition northern
alliance had failed to make
advances against Taliban forces
despite the U.S.-led strikes,
which began Sunday night.
Rebels trying to topple the Tal·
iban claimed they were being
bolstered by the American-led
air campaign.
Meanwhile,
the
United
Nations complained its Afghan

staffers still inside the country
were becoming targets of Taliban loyalists. The U.N. withdrew its foreign staff at the outset
of the crisis. but Afghan nationals remained behind.
In addition to claiming bin
Laden is safe, the Taliban also
said their supreme leader Mullah
Mohammed Omar had also
escaped repeated strikes on his
compound outside Kandahar.
The Taliban, which have
claimed up until now to be curtailing bin Laden's communications with the outside world. say
those - and any other restrictions
on him - have ended.
U.S. intelligence officials have
said bin Laden has maintained a
sophisticated array of communications equipment all along.

UN employees beaten
in three Afghan cities
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
Taliban loyalists have beaten
Afghan employees of the United
Nations in three Afghan cities
and confiscated a number of
U.N. vehicles, a U.N. spokeswoman said Wednesday.
"Staff have been beaten in
Kabul, Kandahar and in Jalalllbad.," spokeswoman Stephanie
Bunker said in the Pakistaru capital, Islamabad. "A significant
number not yet specified of vehicles have been taken by the Taliban in Kandahar," the headquarters of the religious militia.
Three ambulances and a pick·
up truck were among the vehicles seized, she said,
The three cities where the
assaults took place have been targeted in U.S. missile and air
attacks that began on Sunday.
The United Nations withdrew
its international staff from
Afghanistan two days after the
Sept 11 attacks because of fears
of American military action.
Hundreds of Afghan employees
remained behind in the country,
trying to continue delivering
fOOd and other bumanitarian aid
After a 1998 U.S. missile

attack on Afghanistan, angry
protesters in Kabul killed one
U.N. international staffer injured
another.
The I998 missile strikes were
in response to the bombing of
two U.S. embassies in East
Africa. also blamed on bin
Laden.

Three Americans win
economics Nobel Prim
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
Three Americans won the Nobel
prize for economics Wednesday
for research into how the control
of information influence!> everything from used car sales to the
boom in high-tech stocks during
the 1990s.
George A Akerlof, 61. of the
University of California at
Beric:eley; A. Michael Spence,
58, of Stanfmd University; and
Joseph E. Stiglitz, 58, of Columbia University will share the
$943.000 award.
The laureate.'! laid the foundation in the 1970s for a general
theory about how players with
differing amounts of information
affect a wide range of markets.
Research into "asymmetric
information" ~ave economists a
way to measure the risks, for
enmple, faced by a lender who
lacked infonnation about a borrower's creditworthiness.
lt also explored how people
with inside knowledge of a high·
technology company·s financial
prospects gain an edge over other
investors, while people who
don't fully understand a company's finances may Invest unwisely.
The theory helps economists
explain why the recent bubble in
high-technology stocks burst.
The winners' contributions
"form the core of modem information economics,'' the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences
said in a written announcemenL
World Briefly is compiled by
News Editor Jason BiHingsley.
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
FREE DEUVERY AND CARRYOUT

TOPPINGS:
Extra Cheese
Onions
Green Peppers
Jalapeno Peppers
Pepperoni
Sausage
Italian Sausage
Ham
Ground Beef
Bacon
Mushrooms
Anchovies
Black Olives
Banana Peppers
(Only available at soma locations.)

Pineapple
!Only available at some locations.)
~ S215111777V91
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W ECANHELP
Specializing in design of all kind
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Contact
Advisor: Alma Hale . .... . .5779
Kristy Ulrich .. ....... 762-6502
Loui s Dcfreeze .. ... ... 759-8122
Robert Pieroni ..... . .. 762-6433

• Logos • Posters
• Layout • T-shirts
• Flyers and more

Murray
N. 12th Street
(Next to Freidman's
Jewelers)
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Tuition hike hurts students
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By next year, the word
"higher" in higher education
will refer more to cost than
years of schooling as tuition
and fees skyrocket in Kentucky universities.
Murray State University
followed the state-wide
trend with the Board of
Regents' approval of an 8.8
percent tuition increase for
the 2002-2003 academic
year.
With the economy's instability earlier this year and
the added pressure of the
Sept. 11 tragedy, the state
cannot guarantee the expected funds for its state schools.
However, rather than creating a s ituation where universities have to dump the burden of their budget on students, perhaps the legislature
in Frankfort could take a
closer look at alternate methods of gathering funds.
Like Student Government
Association President Nikki
Key said, "Even if the economy is failing, the first reaction should not be to increase
tuition for students."
Luckily, Murray State did
not raise its tuition as high as
Eastern Kentucky University
and Western Kentucky University, at which tuition will
jump 9.5 percent and 9 percent, respectively.
A great need exists for
someone to take charge and
organize u state-wide forum
of Student Government
Association presidents, university presidents and state
legislatures to facilitate discussions on alternate methods of obtaining state funds.
If Kentucky universities do
not plan for the future and
find a way to maintain reasonable tuition rates. the
increasing enrollment trend
they have been so proud of
in the last few years may not
continue.
It is a shame college students who are already hard
pressed to scrape together
money for higher education
have to deal with a jump this
high in one year. Future
tuition increases may seriously affect current students'
finances and discourage
potential
financially-
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strapped
students
from
attending college at all.
And the trend doesn't seem
Lo have an end . The Board
also voted to increase tuition
by 7.5 percent for the 20032004 academic year and
raise student ncti vity fees
from $17.50 to $20.50 per

ows dissa 1 f

1

credit hour.
Even with the rate increases, most of Kentucky's state
universities. including Murray State, rank below the
national average college
tuition rate, but students wi ll
still resent the hike.
Raising the $3 million the

state cannot provide Murray
State next year would be no ,
easy task. But the University
needs to keep in mind the
long-term consequences of
continual tuition increases. ff
students balk at carr~ing the
load, there won't be a University here to run at all.
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FOR STUDENT
NEEDS.

According to the Council on Post Secondary Education's Alumni Satisfaction
Survey, graduates within the last two to
four years from Murray State rated the
University No. 1 in nearly every category
ranging from "student to faculty ratio·• to
"math skills needed for work."'
Unfortunately. perhaps the most important department at an establishment of
higher learning suffered from the lowest
rating. Among Kentucky's public universi ties, only 74 percent of Murray State graduates said they were "completely satisfied"
or "somewhat satisfied" with their alma
mater's library and research services.
However. Library Dean Coy Harmon
pointed out the highest rating for library
facilities at other Kentucky state universities was only four points higher at 78 percent.

"This ret1ects the problems of all
libraries receiving inadequate funds," Harmon said.
Of all the departments to be continually
updated nnd well-maintained, the facility
established to provide students with quality research materials should receive the
most attention. If Murray State truly values
academics. it should take greater strides to
make our library reflect that priority.
Watertield has needed attention nearly
every year. either for building improvements or actual material needs. Last year,
trash cans caught rainwater falling from
the ceiling.
This year, obtaining actual research
materials has been made even more difficult through personnel budget cuts. Harmon said Waterfield personnel cannot purchase the number of print journals they

actually need and end up giving up some
of their materials each year instead of
adding to them . Even with a budget cut,
the library should not have to forfeit valuable student research materials.
At the very least, Waterfield personnel
should be able to increase their acquisitions budget by the inflation rate so they
can still purchase the books they need.
Libraries can access many on-line materials, but even those cannot substitute references in hard-copy and full -text versions.
rnstitutes of higher learning need to
address their libraries' needs and make
sure students have arccss to numerous
high·quality references for their studies.
Kentucky universities need to funnel their
finances into the educational area, which
needs their help the most.
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Wellness Center unneeded expense
l don' t remember much from second-grade
social studies, but I do recall an important discussion about "wants" and "needs." Wants were fun
stuff: luxuries that made life more entenaining.
Needs were required for survival. like food. water
and shelter.
In second-grader terms. this pretty much boiled
down to the difference between a new My Little
Pony and the house I rode the bus home to everyday.
In Murray State lerms. however, it means the
difference between spending money on a new
"state-of-the-art" Wellness Center rather than
using extra funds to improve students' true necessities.
The Student Government Association began
circulating the idea of building a high-tech Wellness Center on campus last year. Promotion has
continued this year, and plans include constructing a 90,000-square-foot facility with all the bells
and whistles of a top-notch workout plaza. such
as a new swimming pool, high dive. hanging
track, weight facilities. rock-climbing wall and
rooms for aerobics classes.
Although I get starry-eyed thinking of the possibilities, the economy's current situation, lack of
state funding and antiquated living conditions on
campus make me think twice about whether this
facility is a wise investment.
The Wellness Center keeps being presented as
this infallible modem marvel, but l see realistic
roadblocks to its completion. The SGA plans to
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submit a proposal to the state government asking
for $10 million to complete the $15 million ~
ject. However, this week the Board of Regents
increased next year's tuition by 8.8 percent. based
on the fact the state government cannot afford to
appropriate funding to its state universities.
To my understanding, the state is decreasing
funds to its institutions of higher learning because
of the economy's instability. So tell me, if we
can't even get enough money from the state to run
our University and pay the faculty, how exactly
are we going to get $1 0 million for a fun-dome
play place?
Moreover. even if we, by some form of persuasion, received the grant, how could we justify
using it for a Wellness Center when our University just finished demanding a budget cut in every
department?
SGA president Nikki Key said facilities like the
new Wellness Center are what Murray State
needs for better student recruitment and retention.
She said the University will approach the state
government from the angle that every other public university in Kentucky has received funding
for all-inclusive workout facilities, and now it's
time for Murray State to get its share. However,
every other public university in Kentucky also
offers more modem and varied food service than
Murray State, and l don't see anyone proposing
more funds to redesign that department.
While the SGA feels compelled to equal Westem Kentucky University's aerobic facility, it has
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As an athlete and someone who really enjoys
working out, my opposition to a quality workout
center is ironic. It's a tantalizing proposal, but I
see too many faults in the program to support it
SGA is working to make the fee for students
nominal; however, it will surely take longer than
the two projected years to build the Wellness
Center (look at how long it took to erect the
Regional Special Events Centet). in which 1 will
have paid more than $70 each year without any
results. Sure, it's not that much money. but with
the increase in tuition and fees next year. every
cent counts.
Now is not the time nor the circumstance to
undertake building a Wellness Center. Students
who wish to stay in shape can utilize adequate
workout areas in the Curris Center, Hart College
and athletic facilities in RSEC and Bershear's
Gym. While they are not fancy or eye-catching.
Murray State· s workout facility options, like its
food services, housing and research centers, leave
more to be desired, but, they are at lea.o;t usable.
Building a quality workout center should not
precede improving student necessities. Before
getting all caught up in pursuing our "wants," the
SGA and studento; must put things in perspective
and realize concentrating on our "needs" should
come first

Erin Richards is the opi11ion editor for "The Murray State News. "

'Liquor by the drink,'
alcohol abuse leads
to more rape, crime

--\-h .e_.
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not considered equaling our rival university' s
variety of food options and quality of dining.
Frankly. I'd rather eat someplace besides
Winslow on my meal plan than run on a hanging
track. I can bum the same number of calories and
stay just as fit running outside or on a treadmill in
the Curris Center.
There are far more places on campus where
$10 million, if we could get it, could be put to better use. A recent survey released by the Council
on Postsecondary Education revealed graduates
were less than satisfied with the library and
research materials at our school. Waterfield
Library needs more print journals. yet cannot
afford them. Its basement, which may as well
have some lava lamps and shag carpeting, needs
a facelift so students would enjoy studying there
more.
Government money could be used even more
effectively in the residential colleges, which constantly need repair and modernization. The study
lounges, at least in White College, provide neither a place to study, nor lounge. The fluorescent
bulbs emit harsh and uninviting lighting, comfortable furniture is nonexistent, and carpet is out
of the question.
Making Jiving conditions more comfortable in
an area where a lot of students spend the majority of their time will bring more successful
''recruitment and retentiont" than a workout center students wiU frequent only a few times a
week.
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"We, AS A
CAMPUS AND A
COMMUNITY,
HAVE CHOSEN
RAPE."

Two weeks ago was the first time
this semester I've had to put a rape
headline on the front ~e. It has
been a year since "The Murray State
News" has run a rape story, but it's
always disturbing to me.
The only thing more unsettling is
the fact our community chose to have
more violence and crime occur on
and around our once-safer campus.
Last November's highly publicized
wet/dry vote was more than just met
the eyes of unsuspecting voters.
It is now becoming clear that it was
not all about liquor by the drink. It
was not at all a "Restaurant Referendum." With the upcoming Calloway
Country Club liquor vote, citizens
will again choose their poison. Literally.
Maybe this community will have
to see rape headlines again before it
realizes alcohol (and the money
derived thereof) has begun to take
precedent over Murray's moral decisions.
First we go moist. then we decide
it's not all that bad to go entirely wet,
then that will pave the way for
ADULT XXX bookstores on our
street comers. Tiley're not THAT
bad, right? Moral compromise leads
to more moral compromise.
It's obvious which side of the
fence I stand on, and it should be just
as obvious that there will be consequences for a community's decisions
when the majority of that community
make the wrong choices. It is
extremely easy to find statistics supporting such a claim.
Murray State's very own Women's
Center has books full of statistics
showing the already obvious bridge
between rape and alcohol abuse.
One thing can be agreed upon:
alcohol use has been on the increase

in this country's university campuses
for a long time.
Greater alcohol use brings more
rape, more violence and more crime.
There's no argument. It's proven.
There's really no need for me to e,·eo
write this commentary. but it seems
Murray's citizens (which now
includes Murray State students) need
a swift kick in the pants before they
will realize what's happening.
We, as a campus and a community,
have chosen rape. We have chosen
higher crime rates and more violence
on our streets.
Studies in the mid-90s showed 40
percent of college students admitted
to heavy binge drinking. (Keep in
mind that only includes those students who admitted drinking heavi ly.)
Other statistics can be found indicating 50 to 90 percent of all acquaintance rapes committed on college
campuses involved alcohol use by
either the raped, the mpist. or both.
And, 80 percent of all reported rapes
are committed by someone known by
the victim.
Here's the bottom line: you can't
think when you drink. No one wiU
ever argue that alcohol forces a person to mpe. But no one sensible will ,
argue that it doesn' t kill your brain
for a while.
If you can't remember how you got
home that night, you can' t expect
your brain to have been functional
enough to say no.
This may not be a very popular
subject to address, or even a popular
way to address it, but it needs to be
said, and even more, it needs to be
listened to.

Ryan Bmoks is the associate editor of
''The Murray Stare Newl·."

Science, religion similar in belief systems
Much of society has a misconception about
the nature of science. People today, including
scientists, quote scientific law as if it was the
Gospel. We tend to refer to scientific ideology
as the word of God, when in truth, science is as
vague and idealized as religion. In fact, I believe
that science is simply another religion, although
not an exclusive one.
Science and religion have more in common
than many people would care to admit. Science
has a system of beliefs that. in the opinion of its
followef!i. dictates how the world works. These
can range from human behavior and psycholo- •
gy. to natural happenings, defined by biology,
chemistry, physics, etc. Religion typically
in~olves a system of beliefs that, according to its
followers, governs the workings of the world.
Religion's laws govern the behavior of humans,
the "why" of certain actions and also the natural
actions of the world. These actions are typically
attributed to God, and the laws of the natural
world were constructed by Him.
Scientific law is perceived as unbreakable.
While science is always changing, many laws
are believed as fervently as if written in red.
What many people fail to realize b that scientif-

ic law is observed. Observation is a wonderful

tool, but it cannot be JUdge and jury to the happenings of the world. Simply because something
happens does not mean it will always happen
that exact way. And observation does not
always lead to a correct analysis of the cause of
the event.
For example. science tells us the weather is
controlled by a delicate balance of moisture,
temperature and a conglomerate of other factors.
The assumption would be, then, that weather
would be predictable since we understand the
causes and can measure moisture, temperature,
etc. Yet the weather man is often wrong, proving once again. science is not exact.
Like all major religions, science also has a
"story" that explains how the world came into
existence. Rather than being created by God,
one of the more popular scientific beliefs is that
the universe was created in an enormous explosion, called the Big Bang. It is not uncommon to
hear scientists reject the idea that the universe
was created by God, yet they fail to grasp the
flaws in their own beliefs. It is safe to say that
the universe is a well-oiled machine: it has not
collapsed beneath its own weight or destroyed

itself in a cataclysmic clash of quantum forces.
The very idea of a working machine formed out
of a random explosion requires a great deal of
faith. As I was once told, the Big Bang is as likely as setting off an explosion in a hardware store
and it forming a working Ford Thunderbird.
Evolution is another scientific doctrine that
begs to be questioned. Scientists love to extol
the wisdom of evolution. Simply put, evolution
is a theory that states every living thing evolved
from some prehistoric sludge. As millions of
years passed, animals began to emerge and
change until you have the world we live in.
The problem with this is actually scientific.
No law says that everything evolves at the same
rate. so if evolution held true, approximately
three types of humans should exist: proto-man,
regular humans and super-humans. To the best
of my knowledge, I have not seen any lessevolved humans or more-evolved humans lately.
Simply put, evolution is a scientific doctrine that
requires a great deal of faith .
Religion requires no greater leap of logic than
does science. The laws dictated in a religious
book, for instance, the Bible, are as rational as
the laws of science. Which sounds more plausi-

ble - that the universe, a working ''machine,''
was formed by a random accident or was created by a master craftsman? Science as an observation proves nothing about its validity. Religious laws are frequently observed, yet every
religion cannot be correct. The main difference
between religion and science is that .science
refuses to accept that some things are beyond
mortal comprehension. while religion accepts
that humans do not understand everything.
What this boils down to is faith . Scientists
rarely admit that believing science requires a
large dose of faith . The theories that are promoted require observed information and a very large
serving of faith .
While a number of observations and reason·
able speculations can be presented, science
deserves as much credence as religion. and religions admit that faith is needed. Religion may
be the opium of the masses. but science is the
opium of the educated.
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NPR ombudsman: tragedy alters future media approach
BY ADAM MATHIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Speaking to an audience in the
Freed Curd Auditorium on Monday. National Public Radio
ombudsman Jeffrey Dvorkin said
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks will
alter American journalism and
how it is digested by the public he just is not sure how.
"Things will change for us a lot
over the next liUle while," he said.
"And they will change for us in
ways as journalists and as citizens
... that we really, really can't
imagine at this point."
Dvorldn spoke as part of a
Broadcasters-in-Residence program through the journalism and
mass communication department.
He is the first of four broadcasters
who will visit Murray State as
part of the program.
As an NPR ombudsman.
Dvorkin serves as a go-between
for NPR and its listeners. He
holds master's degrees in history
and philosophy.
Dvorkin covered several ideas,
but focused mainly on the natur~
of journalism.
He gave a historical perspective

on how public views of journalism have evolved from views of
trust to skepticism. explaining
that recent events have not been
the only catalyst to change society's view of journalism through
rime.
"Now it's become much different," Dvorkin said. "We're in an
age of tremendous cynicism and
skepticism."
In his presentation. Dvorkin
focused on ethical journalistic
behavior. which balances responsibilities as journalists and citizens.
He discussed the varying
degrees to which news reporters
can adopt patriotic and journalistic views.
"First of all, ( don't believe that
when you walk in the door of a
news organization as an employee
of that news organization that you
have to suspend your obligations
as a citizen in order to take that
job." Dvorkin said.
Dvorkin's presentation made an
impact on the audience.
"Mr. Dvorkin was very informative," said Eric Daugherty,
senior from Madisonville. "I
thought he was a very intelligent
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man."
John Dillon, a journalism and
mass communication professor,
also said Dvorkin was insightful.
"I think his perspective in his
speech was very effective at driving home ... an angle of internationalism about the events of the
past month," Dillon said. "And I
think it can only help to enhance
our citizenry to be aware of this."
In addition to Dvorkin. Ed
Perry, general manager of WATD
FM in Massachusetts, will present
at Murray State Nov. 4-6. Two
more speakers are expected to
visit in the spring, each from NPR
and WATD.
The Broadcasters-in-Residence
program is sponsored through the
Association of Schools of Journalism and Mass Communications. and is funded by the John S.
and James L . Knight Foundation.
It is designed to bring broadcasters into college classrooms.
'The purpose of (the program)
... is to get these broadcasters into
the classroom," said Jeanne
Scafella, department of journalism and mass communication
dean. "(For) our specific grant, we
proposed to produce radio docu-
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At TENT CITY
Saturday, October 13
10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m

J effrey Dvorkin, National Public Radio Ombudsman, speaks to students about NPR's coverage of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks at a public forum Monday e,·enlng at Freed Curd Auditorium.
mentaries."
One of the stipulations of the
grant required the JMC department to work with a broadcasting
partner.
"You also have to get a partner.
a broadcast outlet, to work with

you, and we had had some interest
last year in working with National
Public Radio," Scafella said .
"Because we do have such on
excellent-quality, pub! ic-rad io
affiliate here on campus in
WKMS, they were willing to help

support us."
Scafella said WKMS will allow
students to utilize its facilities and
personnel for the spring semester
project required through the
Broadcasters-in-Residence program.
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Halt College renovations nearing completion
STAFF REPORT

.

The Department of Housing and
Residence Life has weathered the
closing of Hart College, and is
now preparing for its reopening.
David Wilson, interim director
of housing and residence life, said
there was a meeting Sept. 21 with
the contractors repairing Hart College, and Hart residents should be
able to move back in at the beginning of the spring semester.
Wilson said because of Hart's
design and the nature of the work,
they are having to work on each
wing separately.

Water pipes and shower installations in the building have been
completed. Wilson said the pipes
must now be insulated.
The installation of sinks and toilets has to wait until the showers
are finished, Wilson said.
The workers also will put access
panels in the shower walls once
the project is nearing completion
to allow Murray State Housing
and Facilities Management workers access to the ptpes in case of
problems or the need for an emergency shutdown. Before, a hole
had to be punched in the wall. Wilson said.

Significant repairs to other residential colleges that would require
a shutdown are possible, but Housing is trying to have those repairs
made over the summer or winter
breaks. Wilson said. White College needs· a new air-conditioning
system, and Clark College needs a
new hot water tank. he said.
Wilson said he ha~ met with
Facilities Management to determine the time required to make
those repairs and an appropriate
schedule to conduct them.
With the University trying to
increase enrollment by about
3,000 students in the next three

years, Wilson said the repairs and
upgrading of facilities in the residential colleges could contribute
to recrufting.
"Hart, even though it wasn' t
necessarily done for retention, was
something that had to be done,''
Wilson said. "ll' s still a retention
effort because Hart is one of the
most-requested buildings. We'll
continue to try to look at those
options and try to improve campus
li fe, so to speak."
One of the surprises some students in the residential colleges
found when they moved in at the
beginning of the semester was

triple occupancy in their rooms.
But that problem disappeared
within the first two weeks of
school, Wilson said.
He said after the "no shows."
students who are assigned to
rooms but do not show, were
determined, Housing was able to
put people into those empty slots.
One remaining problem is resident advisers with roommates.
Wilson said about half of the RA's
on campus still have roommates.
but Housing is working to reduce
that figure.
One unexpected, yet familiar.
response displaced Hart College

residents have had this semester is
the desire to remain in their temporary residential college.
A similar reactio n happened in
1998 when Hester College residents were displaced by the fire.
Wilson said almost aU Calloway Inn students Without cars
have been moved back on campus.
W ilson said the shuttle bus that
had been in operation was phased
out because only two or three
people were using it coward the
e nd of the service, and those people were either moved back on
campus or made other arrangements.

Grades to be accessed online from University PIN Web site
B Y L AURA SHOEMATE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With the fall semester ending
later than usual and the need for
reduced administrative expenses,
the Murray State Admissions and
Registrar's office has announced
that Fall 200 l grades will not be
mailed.
"For the first time ever, we are
not mailing grades," Donna Harris.
associate registrar, said.
Harris addressed the Student
Government Association at their
meeting on Oct. 3 to hear the con-

cerns the Student Senate had on the
online grading plans.
On the Friday that campus will
close for the winter break. the
Admissions and Registrar's office
will be closed and there will be no
one to mail grades, Harris said.
Instead, both mid-term and final
grades are set to be posted on the
University's Personal Information
Network at http://webpin.murraystate.edu.
Harris said the grades should
show up on the Web site by I a.m.
on the Friday after final exams.
There will also be a crew on

hand that Friday just in case there
is a glitch in the system, and Harris
said there is every reason to
believe the system will work.
Some students are still leery
about the plan, however.
"I think this school relies too
much on electronic means and
frankly it's annoying," Mike Arneson. freshman from Murray. said.
Arneson said he has had problems with the system in the past.
Still. Harris said that the system
has worked in the past. and sees no
reason why it should not now.
"In the last time or two that we

have done grades this way, it has
been a reliable way to get your
information," Harris said.
There still is the possibility that
problems will persist, which is
why Harris said she is cautioning
students to test the system out.
Harris said students should visit
the University's Web sire and work
with obtaining information from
the PIN link before the end of the
semester.
T hat way. if there are any problems, students can contact either
Harris herself or Kristy Jackson in
the Registrar's office before the

Ginger's

HOURS:
Mon. ·Sat. 10 a.m. · 9~.m.
Sun. 1~.m. · S~.m.

·~~
c:::>

~
The Shoppes of Murrav

10% off for MSU students on Homecoming weekend
(excludes collectibles)

·Tan all month for$19.95

• Blowout Haircuts
$9.95 Everyday

'The Cutting tdge

holiday break.
All fines will also need to be
paid before the Friday after final
exams because no one will be there
to process any revenue transactions.
If a student's fines or fees are not
up-to-date, that student's grades
will not be posted, and he or she
will have to contact the University
when offices are opened again.
There will be alternate means of
obtaining grades if it is impossible
for a student to receive them
online, Harris said.
Students must visit the regis-

trar's office to discuss any expected problems and, if possible. make
altemate arrangements for receiving grades.
One of the most common problems some students have about the
system is lack of Internet access at
their home. Harris said students
without home Internet access
should try accessing grades at the
library.
Some students like the fact that
grades will not be mailed this year.
Said Allison Windsor, freshman
from Hopkinsville: "I like the fact
that my parents won't have access
to my grades."

iNTS

Restaurant
See our menu in the Homecoming lnsettl

901 Coldwater Rd. • 762-0096

'Ine goftfen 'Ioucn
Massage Therapy & Bodyworks
Bringing !JoN Nttw .Ciftt
753-8282 or 853-1 1 72
• Therapeutic Swedtsh Massage
• Aromatherapy • Ear Candling
• Connective Tissue Massage

j

$5

• . :·

~

6"..(•\

~~'lm

r.

Off on Mondays

(Not Valid w/ any other offer)

10% off for MSU students,
Open Mon.· Sat 10 a.m.· 6 p.m.
faculty, staff & seniors
Pleaae call for an appointment
Gift Certificates Available
Comer of Coldwater Rd. & Dodson Ave.
(next to the 5-Points Restaurant) Inside Leta's Beauty Salon

804 Chestnut St.
7 S3 •6 6 6

RAC.ERS

M urray State
University

[ongratulation!i
to
Eligibility:
3.0 GPA; Graduating in December 2001,
May or August 2002;· Demonstrated
Campus and Community Leadership and
Involvement.

for winning Watermelon Bust. Thank
you to all who participated and helped
us to raise S~600 for the North
American Food Drive.

Next week remember to pick-up the Fall Break edition
of The Murray State News on Thursday!
t
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This Week

•saturdar
•Parade- Homecoming parade, 9:30 a.m.,
downtown Murray to
15th and Main street~.
•Tent City- I I a.m.,
outside the Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot.

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State's Homecoming will have more
than floats and football this year. as the sisters
of Alpha Delta Chi and Alpha Delta Pi both celebrate important anniversaries.
The Kappa chapter of Alpha Delta Chi will
celebrate their I Oth .anniversary this year at
Homecoming. Alpha Delta Chi is a Christian
sorority founded in Murray in 1991 by a California transfer student wanting to start a Christian social group.
Now, 10 years later, the sorority has its
largest pledge class, said vice president Christina Myers.
"This fall we have the biggest pledge class
with 12 new girls." Myers, senior from St.
Louis, said. "If we continue to grow at thi\ pace,
we could, theoretically, get as big as some of the

social sororities on campus."
The alumni reception will be at 6 tonight in
Ordway Hall. Saturday night will be the sorority's lOth anniversary celebration banquet at
United Methodist Church. Along with alumni
and members from another university, the sisters will recognize one of the Kappa Chapter's
founding members.
"One founding member, Melissa Smith, from
the Alpha Class, is going to be there," Myers
said. "We are going to recognize her with a big
celebration."
Alumni and current members will provide
musical entertainment during the reception, said
historian Amanda Daw~on.
The Alpha Delta Chi sisters also will be participating in Murray State's Homecoming
parade.
"We're hoping to get everyone, including
alumni, on the float during the parade,'' Daw-

•ffitimate Frisbee6 p.m.. Intramurals
Field.

•Mid-terms- Midterm grades due.
.Career Fair- Career
Fair, I0 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Curris Center Large
Ballroom.
•CAB-Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Rotaract- Professional development
and service club meeting, 6 p.m., Gloria's
Restaurant.

•wednesdQ
•Mid·terms- Midterms available on the
PIN system.
•SGA- Student Government Association
Student Senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center Barkley Room.

• thursdar
•Concert- Rebecca
St. James, Tree63 and
Rachael Lampa. 6:30
p.m.. Lovett Auditorium. Tickets are $10 in
advance and $12 :u
the door.

To post information in
the calendar call 7624480 or fax it to 7623 175.

son, senior from Fairfield, Ill.. said. "We are
going to ask the alumni, the Rho chapter,
pledges and active members to ride along with
us."
Alpha Delta Pi also is celebrating a very
important anniversary this weekend. This social
sorority will celebrate its l50th anniversary during Homecoming. To commemorate the
anniversary, many of the sorority's alumni will .
return to campus to join the active members.
The activities will start with a dance and banquet tonight. The banquet will serve as Alpha
Delta Pi 's semi-formal dance. Alumni, their
husbands, advisers and some parents all have
been invited, said guard and property manager,
Christina Ebelhar.
"We've invited them all to join us and have a
good time," Ebelhar said. "We're just going to
have a big celebration."
Saturday morning, the sisters will take part in

the Homecoming parade. Their float will incorporate past. present and future sisters. Afterward, the sisters will have a tent at Tent City.
The rent will offer food to all Alpha Delta Pi
members and alumni.
"Everyone will be dressed up, and we'll have
fruit and hors d' oeuvres and all kinds of finger
food for alumni and members," Ebelhar, senior
from Owensboro said.
The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi ul!io will be honoring their 150 years of sisterhood by donating
a silting area to Murray State. The si«ing area is
located beside Ordway Hall.
"The four corners of the sitting area have the
violet, which is our flower,'' Ebelhar said. "In
the middle there is a diamond that honors the
150th celebration."
The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi raised money,
and the national foundation matched their total,
to pay for the sitting area.

as co-Grand Marshals

•sundar

•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

8

Current, past WPSD
personalities to serve

lnternatlonai "Kikujiro," 7:30 p.m .•
Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.

•monda,

Eorrot: Scon Gibson

762-4480

Homecoming 2001: A Racer Odyssey

.Cinema

•Bible Study- 9 a.m.•
University Church of
Christ
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
College
Elizabeth
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.

PHONE:

Sororities celebrate anniversaries, Homecoming
BY SCOTT GIBSON

•Homecoming Run19th Annual Homecoming Run, 4:30
p.m., Carr Health
Building $15 registration fee.
•Recital- Senior
recital, 6:30 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall. Free
admission.
•Cinema
International- "Kilcujiro;· 7:30p.m., Cunis
Center Theater. Free
admission.

COWGE LIFE EDITOl: EMILY BlACK
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BY EMILY BLACK
COUEGE LtfE EDITOR

When this year's Homecoming float escorting the three co-Grand Marshals rolls into
town. it will contain familiar faces for many
Murray State faculty and Murray residents.
Ron Beaton. Amy Watson and Dave Winder
wlll be in town to greet a lumni and visit their
alma mater during Murray State Univen;ity's
Homecoming, "200 1: A Racer Odyssey."
Patti Jones, associate director of alumni
affairs, said the process for choosing Grand
Marshals for Homecoming is a difficult one.
" We met in early spring, and at that time we
tried to match up a theme and Grand Marshals
that would compliment that theme," Jones said.
"We try to pick Grand Marshal!. that are well
known and have name recognition with the
public. This year the theme and Grand Marshals just seemed appropriate."
All three co-Grand M arshals for this year's
event began their careers at Murray State.
Ron Beaton, who serves as managing editor
and evening news anchor for WPSD-TV in
Paducah, is a 1979 graduate of Murray State
with a bachelor's degree in journalism.
Amy Watson. who also serves as an evening
news. anchor for WPSD-TV, is a 1989 Murray
State graduate also with a bachelor's degree in
journalism.
Dave Winder is a 1987 graduate of Murray
State with a bachelor's degree in radio-television. Winder formerly served ao; sports director
at WPSD-TV until he came back to Murray
State ac; marketing and sales assistant at the
Murray State University Racer Foundation.
Beaton began working at WPSD-TV after
graduating from Lone Oak High School in
1975. While attending Murray State. Beaton
continued working at WPSD-TV while also
forecasting weather and conducting on-air
interviews for MSU-11, the University's television station.
After graduating from Murray State, Beaton
was immediately offered a permanent position
at WPSD-TV and has continued to work there
Ryan Brooks/The News for the past 22 years.
" I'm honored to be asked and chosen for this
Megan Sherrill, freshman from Winchester, and Courtney Pollock, freshman from Sike- opportunity," Beaton said. "I want to rerum the
ston, Mo.• work on the Springer/Franklin and Sigma Sigma Sigma Homecoming float
honor to Murray State.''

"We just want to give our appreciation for
all the opportunities that Murray State has
given us," Beaton said . "I'm thankful for all
Murray State has a llowed me and my family
to accomplish."
Watson. a native of Murray. began her
career at Mum1y State working for MSU-TV
II.
'Tm so honored," Watson said...1 couldn't
believe it when they asked us to do this. r wasn't sure that I was worthy."
During her time at Murray State, Watson
was also involved with Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority. the Order of Omega and Alpha
Epsilon Rho.
In addition to being an alumnas of Murray
State, Watson aJ<;o has other ties to the University. Her father, Phil Bryan, recently retired
after serving Murray State for 28 years as the
dean of admissions.
"I've only missed two Homecomings since
1974," Watson said. "For me, this h. kind of
like I'm coming full t'ircle."
Winder was active with MSU TV-11,
WAAW-FM 103.7 and played first base for
the Thoroughbreds baseball team during his
days at Murray State.
....1 never thought I would be asked to do
something like," Winder suid, "I think all
three of us are extremely excited. This is a
once in a lifetime experience and I'm just
going to enjoy every moment of it."
In addition to his involvement with the Murray State University Racer Foundation,
Winder also hosts the Murray State sports
show "Murray State Football with Joe Pannunzio.'' The 30-minutc telecast features a
review and recap of every Murray State football game and uirs nightly on WQTV/UPN 24.
"We always try to choose alumni who ,have
made a mark on their community. and this
year they just all happened to be in the same
lield and, at the time, were all at WPSD-TV,"
Maria Brock, Homecoming chairperson, said.
The Homecoming parade will begin at 9:30
a.m. Saturday in downtown Murray and end at
the corner of 15th and Main streets on campus.
Said Watson: "We're thrilled and excited.
We just hope the weather accomodates us.
we·:re anxious to see many old friends."

Homecoming crown no longer just for women
BY EMILY BLACK
COUEGE UFE EDITOR

This year's announcement of candidates for
the 2001 Homecoming throne may hav~ turned a
few heads. For the first time in Murray State history, there are male candidates.
In the past, Murray State University has only
crowned a queen during Homecoming fe stivities.
This year, however, the University will also
crown a Homecoming king.
"It was an idea brought to the Student Government Association by students,'' Maria Bnx:k,
Homecoming chairper-;on. said. "We thought it
was a good idea and dccided to see what other
student~ thought about it. It was a que~tion on
last year's SUA elet·tion ballots and we received
an overv.helrningly positive response."
Brock said the candidates for Homecoming
king were required to go through the same
process that has always been required of female
candidates.
Brock said every organization on campus was
given the opportunity to nominate one female
and one male candidate. The candidates then
completed applications and interview,, These
were evaluated by judges comprised or Murray
State University fat'ulty and o.:taff. The <.' andidates
received half of their total score from their appli·
cation, which contain~ information such as

grade-point averages <md campus activities. The
remaining half of the candidates' total scores
came from the interview portion.
After the final scores were calculated, the fop
five candidates from both genders competed in
the final round of judging on Oct. II. The overall winner of both Homecoming queen and king
will be announced al 2:30 on Saturday, prior to
the Homecoming game.
The candidates for the 200 I Homecoming
queen title nn.• Wendy Davis, Rebecca Francis,
Ashley Hailston, Holly Hudson and Sandy
Smith .
The first candid:lles for the title of Murray
State's 2001 Homecoming king arc Kent
Bohanon, Brad Forrester, Billy Hansen. Matt
Hin1. and Scoll Pile.
Although the idea of a Homecoming king may
be new to Murray State, the concept is quickly
becoming popular in schools across the country.
"In the rel'ent past, this has become a big thing
for high schools to do with their Homecomings,"
Brol'k 'aid. "II has started to become a trend."
Although some women might be jealous of
their newfound competition, the female candidates for the 200 I Homecoming crown are excited to share the stage with their mule counterparts.
Sandy Smith, senior from Benton. 111 ., said: "I
really think it's great. I think it's only fair that the
guys get the same chant'e as the girls.

Ryan Brooks/The News
2001 Homecoming candidates are (left to right) Billy Hansen, Matt Hinz, Scott Pile, Kent Bohanon,
Brad Forrester, Sandy Smith, Holly Hudson,Ashley Ballston, Rebecca Francis and Wendy Davis.
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Topfive
•music
1. Jay-Z - "The Blueprint"

'Big Band' swings into Murray

2. Ahcia Keys - ··songs In A

BY EMILY BLACK

Minor"

COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

3. Various Artists- "Totally
Hits 2001"
4. Enya - .. A Day Without
Rain"
5. Nickelback- "Silver Side
Up''
Source: Associated Press

.

•moYJes
1. Training Day
Starring Denzel Washington
and Ethan Hawke
2. Serendipity
Starring John Cusack and Kate
Beckinsale
3. Don't Say A Word
Starring Michael Douglas and
Oliver Platt
4. Zoolander
Starring Ben Stiller and Owen
Wilson
5. Joy Ride
Starr~~~ Leeke Sobieski and
Paul walker
Source: Associated Press

• books
I. Jonathan Franzen - ''The
Corrections''
2. J.K. Rowling- "Harry Potter and the Pri~oner of Azkaban''
3. Stephen King and Peter
Straub- " Black House"
4. Nicholas Sparks- "A Bend
In the Road"
5. SteJ?hen King - "Hearts In
Atlanu s"
Source: Associated Press

•website of the week
www. vistaprint.com
Get ready for the fall career
fair by ordering free business
cards to pass out to prospective employers from thi s Web
site. Choose from a variety of
styles and colors to make you
look your most professional.

9

Ballroom dancing and big
bands may be associated with
with World War ll times and
could be considered things of the
past for most students. However,
an "Evening of Music for Dancing and l.:istening Pleasure"
coming Homecoming weekend
promises to bring the "Big
Band" style back to Murray
State.
An "Evening of Music for
Dancing and Listening Pleasure"
will feature the Len Foster
Orchestra. performing music
from the "Big Band" era.
"It's wonderful," Pat Bray.
music department secretary,
said. "1 highly recommend it for
anyone who wants something
fun to do on a Friday night. It's a
blast to watch them. They are
having fun when they're up
there, and you can tell."
The Len Foster Orchestra was
one of the most prominent
orchestras in the area following
World War II. It was first assembled in 1942 by Olen Foster
Martin; however, the band's
career was interrupted by the
war. The first group became
known by future members as the
"early band."
After the war ended. the Len
Foster Orchestra and other postwar bands were reformed.
Although names and faces have
changed over the yean;, the
essence and music of the Len
Foster Orchestra have stayed the
same.
Many of the postwar bands
remained a part of campus by
performing on Friday nights in
the ballroom at Murray State for
campus dances. The band used
its Saturday nights to travel and
perform shows in cities away
from home. such as Memphis.
Roger Reichmuth, director of
development. said the Len Foster
Orchestra. along with other "Big
Band" style groups such as the
Billy Shellon Orchestra and the
LeRoy Offerman Orchestra,
were some of the top musical
acts in the Murray area in the

©®~@rE@l1r@fb@l1ra®~~

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Tent C ity - Come out and
see the "Alumni Dixieland
All-Star Band Plus Some."
the Racer Band and tents set
up by University organizations. Tent City will begin at
11 a.m. Saturday at the
grassy area adjacent to Roy
Stewart Stadium.

•1hour drive
Cadiz - If you have ever
wanted to see the world's
largest ham and biscuit
sandwich. then head to
Cadiz and visit the Trigg
County Country Ham Festival. The festival will last
throughout the weekend and
is city-wide.

• 2 hour drive
Sherry Purdom/Guesl

Olen Foster Martin, band leader of the Len Foster Orchestra, and Roger Reichmuth, development
director, discuss possible so11gs for the band's performance tonight at the Performing Arts Hall.
1940s.
"At that time, we were carrying on music traditions that were
established in the J940s." Reichmuth said . "Dance bands were in
demand and dances were the
center of social activities for
young and old alike. The United
States Overseas Show. like the
Bob Hope tours, inlluem:ed what
followed, as did the music of
such groups as the Glenn Miller
Band, the Benny Goodman
Band. the Liont!l Hnmpton Band,
the Count 1Bas1e Band and the
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
Bands."
Although the Len Foster

to the ladies
of AlPha Slama AlPha for
winning BANANA FEST!

Orchestra may not perform many
shows anymore. members said
they are looking forward to
breaking out of retirement for
the Murray State audience.
"This is definitely important to
us all or we wou ldn't come
back," band member. Ken Neitlig said. "We can play music
anywhere . This has lasting
value."
Neidig said playing in the Len
Foster Orchestra and the era of
"Big a.nd" music was important
for this generation and the country as a whole.
"Being a part of the Len Foster

Orchestra was an important part
of my life in a very formative
time of my growing up." Neidig
said. " It was a wonderful experience with lifetime ramifications.''
The Len Foster Orchestra will
perform from 8-10:30 tonight in
the Performing Arts Hall in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. A
donation of $1 0 is suggested in
advance and $12 at the door.
Refreshments will be provided.
For more information on the perfonnance contact the music
department at 762-4288 or
Reichmuth at 762-3123.

Memphis - If you want to
see the winners of VH I 'R
"Bands on the Run'' live and
in person, then head down to
Memphis and catch Flickerstick at 7 tonight at the New
Daisy Theatre.

• 3 hour drive(or more)
Columbia, Mo. - If you
want to hear great music like
"Particle Man," "Istanbul
(Not Constantinople)" and
the theme from "Malcolm In
the Middle," then make the
drive to Columbia to catch
They Might Be Giants at
8:30 tonight at the Bluenote.

CollegeLife
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St. James, Tree63 bring tour to Murray
BY LISA LAWRASON
COPY EDITOR

R EBECCA ST.
j AMES

" WHENEVER WE
SEE LOVE COMING FROM A CERTAIN AREA, WE'RE
REALLY EXCITED
ABOUT THAT."

Although Rebecca St. James is
not new to Murray State, she said
her message is more relevant than
ever.
As she reopened her ''Wait for
Me" tour two days after the terrorist
attacks, St. James, 23, said the
tragedy made people hungry for
hope and healing. The tour will
appear at 7 p.m. Thursday in Lovett
Auditorium.
..I think to me the tour almost
feels more appropriate now than
ever.'' St. James said in a phone
interview. "We're all about sharing
hope with people and ... encouraging people to make decisions to follow God. We've just had an amazing response to people hearing that
message."
St. James was flying to Nashville
from Orlando when she heard the
World Trade Center and Pentagon
bad been attacked. The news filtered to the back of the plane where

St. James was sitting, and the
singer/songwriter responded with
disbelief. much like most Americans.
"It wasn't until I got off the plane
and saw the images (that I knew it
was true)," St. James said.
Later in the day. St. James
recorded the hymn ..It is Well with
My Soul" in the studio for her
praise-and-worship album coming
out in the spring. Because of the
emotional turmoil in the country
around her. the song took on a
whole new meaning for St. James .
"Despite this going on, with God
in my life, I can say, 'It is well with
my soul.'" St. James said.
St. James said her role in
responding to the attacks is in the
healing process. She echoed a statement made by Billy Graham after
the attacks when he said the stage in
America is set for spiritual renewal.
"That's what we're seeing on the
road is that people are hungry for
God like never before," St. James
said. "So often we put our trust in

things that we can see and things
that we can touch ... what can truly
be trusted is God because he's eternal. He's never going to let us
down."
Performing with St. James at
Murray State will be Tree63, a
group from Africa that has released
three radio singles. "Treasure" and
"Look What You've Done for Me"
have reached the No. I spot on the
charts. St. James said Tree63 are
always a hit with the crowd.
"I was a big fan of their music
before they came out on tour with
me," St. James said. "l just love
their style. It's passionate pop rock
with a strong worship emphasis that
I Jove. Its very real both musically
and lyrically."
Shawn Dunnaway, who is promoting the concert for Christian Hit
Radio The J FM, characterized
Tree63's music as toned-down
alternative rock.
·'They're definitely alternative
rock, and a lot of people are going
to be surprised by them." Dunn-

away said. "They're not like a
thrash rock band."
Christian artist Rachael Lampa is
another supporting act for the "Wait
for Me" tour, but she will not perform in Murray because of a photo
shoot in Los Angeles. Dunnaway
said another artist may appear in
her spot. but details have not yet
been finalized.
The "Wait for Me" tour is named
after a song St. James wrote based
on love letters she penned to her
future husband without knowing his
name. The song talks about abstaining from premarital sex and God's
forgiveness for those who have
already lost their virginity outside
of marriage. St. James dubbed the
forgiveness aspect of the song
"massively important."
St. James has always touched on
the abstinence message in her concerts, but the "Wait for Me" track
off her Transform album seems to
have hit a sensirive chord with her
audience.
"We've gotten a bigger response

to that song through e-mails and letterlO and people talking about it after
shows than probably any song I've
ever done," St. James said.
Among St. James' career highlights are Grammy and Amazon
Awards. as well as several Dove
Award nominations .
St. James' Thursday appearance
at Lovett will be her third at Murray
State since 1998.
"I think the (Murray) area has just
really been open to us, and we really appreciate that," St. James said.
"Whenever we see love coming
from a certain area, we're really
excited about that."
Tickets for Thursday's concert
are $10 in advance and $12 at the
door. They can he bought at New
Life Christian Bookstore on the
court square in Murray.
"Last year we filled up Lovett,
and this year the balcony is closed,
so we only have 1,700 seats," Dunnaway said. "It's not every day that
we get a Grnmmy Award-winning
artist in Murray."

Career fair offers student job opportunities
BY SCO TT G IBSON
ASSISTANT COLlEGE LIFE EDITOR

Graduating students who have yet to
secure themselves with a high-paying
job including benefits and a 40lk plan
need not worry. Career Services has a
solution.
Career Services is sponsoring the 200 l
MSU Fall Career Fair from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Wednesday on the third floor of the
Cunis Center. Students planning to
attend are encouraged to dress profes-

sionally and bring resumes, said Ross
Meloan, Career Services director.
"This is an opportunity for a lot of our
students to step up to the plate and take a
big ol' swing," Meloan said. "These are
companies that come freque ntly and
come often. We are trying to have them
continue to come back."
As of press time. 96 companies had
signed on to have recruiters join the
career fair. The companies are from all
over the country and include businesses
such as banks, hospitals and engineering

companies. said Marlo Rhodes, Career
Services specialist.
The Career Fair is not only for seniors
and graduate students, Rhodes said. It
also offers students with summer co-op
and internship opportunities.
"This is for every student and every
major," Rhodes said ...We recommend·
that the students go to every recruiter to
see what that company has to offer. If a
certain recruiter can't •help a student,
they may be able to refer them to someone else."

"It's your call"

• tiQflll.t
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Mexican Restaurant
Homecoming
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is scheduled to take place at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Ordway Hall room 225 .
"Caterpillar is, of course, a huge
employer and loves our students,"
Meloan :-;aid. "Their information session
will be about what they do and how big
they really are. It's a pleasure for us to
host them."
Other companies are planning to stay
in town for a night and conduct interviews Thursday morning in the Career
Services office. Disney is among those
companies.

Many companies will also be holding
interviews Wednesday afternoon after
the Career Fair. Disney and Caterpillar
are scheduled to hold information sessions later that afternoon.
"Disney, that night, will provide students with the opportunity to listen to
their presentation," Meloan said. ''If
you're interested in Disney at all, you
have to listen to that."
Disney's presentation will be held at 5
p.m. Wednesday in the Freed Curd Auditorium. Caterpillar's information session
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Rev. Lillian Ferguson, Pastor: (270) 443-3339
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Super Bowl
date change
affects game
Officials in the NFL are not concerned about a Ravens' repeat as
Super Bowl champs or Jerome Bettis of the Steelers surpassing 10,000
rushing yards, but rather the need to
look more closely at the Super Bowl
and the events leading up to it.
After the Sept. l I attacks on the
United States, the NFL postponed
the second week of games in a show
of compassion and patriotism. After
making a decision to play out those
games in January, the question of
when Super Bowl XXXVI would be
played was something the commissioner
and
Sports Talk league had to
give
much
thought to.
"The reschedul ing of
the Super Bowl
has created a
major logistical
c h a ll e n ge , "
NFL Spokesman Greg AeilSTEPHANIE
lo said.
ELDER
But what
challenges has
"jUST LIKE
this decision to
resc h edule
DEC. 25 IS
brought about
CHRISTMAS,
for the NFL?
With the
MOST AMERIregular season
CANS KNOW
being pushed
back
a week.
THE LAST SUNthe
Super
DAY IN jANUARY Bowl's tradiIS SUPER BOWL tional date, the
last Sunday in
SUNDAY."
January, had to
be moved as
well.
I
think
moving the trad itional date of
the Super Bowl
takes
away
fro m the meaning of it. Just like
Dec. 25 is Christmas. most Americans know the last Sunday in Janu·
ary is Super Bowl Sunday. I believe
this move takes away from the feel .
of that day football fans all across
the country, from New York to San
Francisco, look forward to all year
long.
But, these challenges aren't j ust
for members of the National Football League. The city of New
Orleans and National Automobile
Dealers Association had to make
major adjustments to their calendars
as well.
NADA, which was scheduled to
hold its national convention the first
weekend in February, moved that
convention to the second weekend.
Yet, the NFL had to pay NADA a
hefty fee for that date. So, is the
Super Bowl more important than
the NADA convention because they
got that Feb. 3 date? Well, most diehard football fans and 1 would say
yes.
In addition, I' m sure the city of
New Orleans is not the least bit
upset over the date changes. Beginning with the Super Bowl, then the
NADA convention and eventually
Mardi Gras, the city has revenue
coming in from February to March.
Yet, the date is not the only thing
that has become a problem. Now,
the NFL is considering red~cing the
festivities during Super Bowl week.
The Friday night commissioner's
party may be canceled, and the
league may revise the NFL Experience. a hands-on amusement park
with a pro-football theme.
Is this unreasonable, for the
league to cut back on the events that
so many look forward to? I think so.
Since tragedy struck our nation, the
league has wanted to be patriotic
and go about the rest of the season
in a way that is best for the country.
Once the players took the fie ld
again. football became a way for
Americans to put aside their
thoughts of terror and fear and
watch one of the greatest games
ever played. They wanted to resume
some sense of nonnalcy.
But why would the league cut out
events and fesuvities if they are trying to stick to a degree of normalcy?
The truth is this NFL season wi ll
never be forgotten and will not go
back to normal before it ends on
Feb. 3, 2002. But ask this football
fan if the Super Bowl is worth all
the trouble, and my answer is YES!

Stephanie Elder is a comributing
writer for "The Murray State
News.··
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MSU still in OVC hunt despite loss at TTU
Bv JusnN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray Stare Racers failed to
capitalize on several opportunities to
score early touchdowns Saturda} at
Tennessee Tech and lost 15-12. The
loss gives MSU (2-2) an 0-1 Ohio
Valley Conference record, but Head
Coach Joe Pannunzio said the team is
not out of the running fora conference
championship.
"We still have a chance to bl! a
force in the OVC,'' Pannun1jo said.
"We control our own destiny."
The Racers drove within the Golden Eagles' 10-yard line on each of
their fiN three possessions, but only
managed six points.
''We can't do that: · Pannunz1o said.
"If we turn those into 2 I poinb. it
probably changes the complexion of
the game."
Sophomore kicker Shane Andrus
connected on field goals from 21 and
25 yards and had a 27-yard attempt
blocked.
Neither offense could l.!enerate
scoring driw' until TIU qu.;nerback
Grant Swallows connected with Stevland Sills on a 47-yard touchdown
pass. TIU drove into MSU territory
again near the end of the first half. but
senior safety Jeremy Davis intercepted a pass to keep MSU's delicit at 7·

6.
Davis intercepted another pass
early in the second half, giving MSU
the ball at the TI1J 28-yard line. On
the ensuing drive, junior running back
Garner Byars 'cored on a 3-yard run.
A failed two-pointconvel1iion attempt
left MSU with a 12-7 lead.
The Racers had a chance at another
field goal early in the fourth quarter.
but opted to try for a first down .md
fell short.
"The mark was a 42 or 43-yard
field goal into the wind... Pannunzio
said. "Maybe. looking back, we take a
pop at it. and maybe we t:ome out
winners. But those are gambles and
decisions you make at the time, and
those are decisions you have to live
with."
Midway through the fourth quaner,
TI1J orcheslrated an 11-play, 78-yanJ
drive capped by a 1-yard touchdown
run by Nick Solomon Y.ith 5:40 left in
the game. Swallows scored the twopoint conversiOn, giving TIU a 15·12
lead.
The Racers· defen!>e forced 1TIJ to
punt with 1:31 left in the game. Childres~ completed tour of seven pass
attempts to get MSU to midfield, but
was sacked on the nellt play and failed
to connect on his next two attempts.
ending the game.
Childress finished the game with
30 completions on 47 attempts for
262 yards. Sophomore receiver Marcus Christon caught 12 of those passes for 89 yards and was the top
receiver of the game.
Byars was the game's leading rusher. gaining 85 yardo; on 12 auempts.
Junior Mario Riley mn lO times for 51
yards in the ftrst halt: but wa~ side·
lined with a knee injury. Pannunzio

Photos by Ryan
Brooks/The News

said Monday that Riley could miss the
rest of the season.
"Losing Mario hurts us a lot
because it takes a big threat away
from us,'' Pannunzio said. "We really
don't have a breakaway guy right now
outside of Michael Slater. We have to
develop that''
Pannunzio said he has been increasingly plea~ed with the defense's performance each game. The Racers
forced five TIU turnovers.
"Any Lime you make them tum the
ball over five times and hold them to
15 point~. you're going to win most of
the time," Pannunzio said.
The defense's blsgest problem lbi:t
season has been stopping opponents'
rushing attacks. TIU gained 222
yards on tire ground Saturday.
"The kids are playing hard." Defensive Coordinator Mike Vire said.
"They're s!ill making a few minor
mistakes, and they ::.till have to get
better defending (against) the run."
Murray State hosts its homecoming
game 3 p.m. Satunlay at Stewan Stadium against Eastern Kentucky. a
team with a strong running game. C.J.
Hudson is EKU':. leading rusher this
season with 777 yards.
"We kno\\ we have to stop the
run," Vite said. "Every week, our
focus is to stop the run first. They
have a good offensive line and a good
running back and quarterback. and
that gives them a little bit more
options."

(Above)
Murray
State junior running back Garner
Byars takes off on a
long run Saturday
against Tennessee
Tech. Byars finished with 85 yards
on 12 carries in the
Racers' 15-12 loss.
(Left) MSU j unior
-=··-'"""'" defensive end J ason
Myers chases TTU
.,....., ___,..,. ··- •:- . ..
~~I!'N~~ quarterback Grant
Swallows out of the
pocket in Saturday's game. Myers
had two tackles in
the game.

Soccer dominates David Lipscomb in shutout victory
BY KEVI N TIH OMAS
ASSISTANT SPOIITS EDITOR

A collective effort by the Murray State
soccer team helped the Racers claim a 50 victory Sunday over David Lipscomb
University. A school record 45 shots was
too much for the Bisons to handle as five
different MSU players scored in the
game.
Just I 0:32 into the first half, sophomore forward Brooke Royer received a

pass from sophomore midfielder Emily
Schaller to put the Racers up 1-0.
Head Coach Mike Minielli said the
quick start was key to the team· s success.
"We talked about scoring first before
the game. and it ended up being such a
huge advantage," Minielli said. "We
played really well, and it was good to
pick up a second-straight victory."
The combination of sophomore midfielder Lindsey Gustafson nnd sophomore forward Brooke Lencki put another

goal on Lhe scoreboard to give MSU a 20 lead at the 35:54 mark of the first half.
Gustafson scored the goal, her fourth of
the sea'>on, and the assist by Lencki was
her first of two for the day.
A goal at the 37: 18 mark by freshman
Theresa Reedy capped the first half of
scoring, giving the Racers a commanding 3-0 lead at halftime. Reedy's goal
was her team-high sixth of the season .
She was assisted on the play by Lencki
nnd sophomore midfielder Lauren

Carin Peterson/The News
Murray State freshman midfleldcr Shelley Corwin steals the ball from a Da,·id Lipscomb player d uring the Racers'
S-0 shutout victory Sunday. Corwin scored a goal in the second half of the game.

McAdams.
··we came out hard and played pretty
good," Reedy said. ''Picking up two wins
in a row against Louisvi lle and Lipscomb
was very important for u~. and playing
well gives us a huge confidence boost."
Reedy was named Ohio Valley Conference Soccer Player of the Week for her
play against Lipscomb on Sunday and
last Thursday against Louisville. She
became the first MSU player ever to earn
the honor outright.
Scoring in the second half began only
five minutes inro the frame when freshman midfielder Shelly Corwin scored her
third goal of the season on an assist from
sophomore forward Kim Moceri at the
50:20 mark of the second half.
The Racer~ added an insurance goal at
the 55:52 mark of the second half to give
MSU a convincing 5-0 victory. Sophomore midfielder Michelle Fedor scored
the team's fiflh goal on a McAdams'
assist.
The Racers, who are now 6-5-1.
nttacked the net all day. Out of the 45
shot.s the Racers had in their victory. 23
were on goal, which is also a new Murray
State record .
The shutout was the third of the season
for the soccer team. The mher shutouts
came ag;unst Arkansas State on Sept. 9
and Alabama A&M on Sept. 23. Lipscomb. who is now 0-10. has been
shutout eight time .. thi'> season .
For sophomore goa lkeeper Karen
Fitzharris. the game marked her second
shutout guarding the net. Lipscomb fin ished the game with two shots and zero
shots-on-goal.
Murray State wi ll open its Ohio Valley
Conference play at 3 p.m . today at Eastern Ill inois University.
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MSU to honor rescue workers
during Homecoming pre-game

Volleyball Player of the Week for the
week ending Oct. 7. She earned the
honor after averaging 4.12 kills per
During Saturday's Homecoming game and 2.88 digs in two matches last
ceremonies, the Murray State athletic week.
department will recognize and honor
Also contributing in the team's
local firefighters, police officers, para- effort was senior middle hitter Jessica
medics and emergency medical tech- Wood, who had 12 kills and served a
nicians at Roy Stewart Stadium. All match-high 5 aces and a team-high 16
area firefighters, police officers, para- · digs.
medics and EMTs are invited, and all
The volleyball team travels to prethose in uniform will be admitted into season favorite UT-Martin at 7 tonight.
the game free of charge.
Those m attendance are asked to Soccer team defeats Loulsde;
assemble at 2 p .m. on the Stewart Stadium track. For more information on ~ scores game-winning goal
Freshman forward Theresa Reedy
the pre-game ceremony, contact the
scored her team-leading fifth goal
athletic department at 762-6800.
with 6:06 left in regulation to give the
Racers a 4-3 win over Louisville.
Volleyball tops
tor first
Reedy, who was named OVC Soccer
conference win of the season
Player of the Week for the week endThe volleyball team defeated Ten- ing Oct. 7, had the game-winning goal
nessee Tech 3-1 Sunday on the Golden and two assists in the Racer win. She is
Eagles' court to pick up its first Ohio the first player at MSU to win the
Valley Conference win of tl;\e season. award outright.
Louisville scored first at the 11:23
The win.snapped a nine-match losing
mark of the first half to give the Cardistreak.
Senior middle hitter Trena Fish led nals a 1-0 lead. Sophomore forward
the Racers with a match-high 20 kills, Brooke Lencki scored her second goal
and freshman outside hitter Kim of the season on a pass from Reedy at
Cappa added 14 kills of her own. the 31:55 mark of the first half to tie the
Cappa was named OVC Freshman game 1-1.

nu

In the second half, the Racers kicked
off the scoring quickly when freshman
midfielder Shelley Corwin scored 3:19
into the second half to give the Racers
a 2-1 lead. Louisville scored at the
65:42 mark of the second half to tie the
score 2-2, but nine minutes later fresh·
man midfielder Jamie Roche scored to
give the Racers a 3-2 lead.
The Cardinals added another goal at
the 83:44 mark of the second half to tie
the game 3-3. Ten seconds later, Reedy
scored to give the Racers a 4-3 victory.
The Racers will open their OVC season at 3 p.m. today against Eastern Illinois.

senior James Smith, w ho finished 24th
at 26:07.50.
For the women, Herndon finished
lOth in the 115-runner race, completing the 3.7 mile course in 19:59.38.
Senior Rebecca Christman finished
17th with a time of 20:17.38, and
sophomore Erin McMullen finished
44th with a time of 21:18.87 to help the
Racers to the seventh-place finish.
Murray State will compete next Oct.
13 at the Austin Peay State Invitational in Clarksville.

Cross counby men take third;
women finish sewanH1 at SIU

The rifle team won its match last
Sunday at Jacksonville State. MSU finished with a combined score of 6197.
Jacksonville State finished with an
aggregate score of 6149.
Sophomore Morgan Hicks had a
match-best 1560 out of 1600 in the Racers' victory. Other Racers contributing
to the win were freshman Robert
Purdy, freshman Crystal Dove, senior
]ill Livesay Wheeldon and senior J.T.
Hearn. Murray State will compete next
Oct. 14 at Austin Peay.

Senior Jeremy Kirk led the men's
cross country team to a third-place finish, and Emily Herndon led the women's team to a seventh-place finish at
the Saluki Invitational at Carbondale
last Saturday.
Kirk helped the men finish third by
placing fifth in the 131 runner race. He
ran the five-mile race in 25 minutes
and 9.89 seconds. Other runners contributing to the third-place finish were
sophomore Jeremy Burkeen, who finished 19th with a time of 25:59.11, and

OVC Football
Standings

OVC Football
Schedule

OVC Volleyball
Standings

OVC Soccer
Standings

OVCOverall
Eastern illinois 2-0
3-1
Tennessee State 1-0
4-0
Murray State
0-1
2·2
Eastern Kentucky 1·1
3-2
Tennessee Tech 1-1
3·2
1-1
SEMO
3-3
0-2
UT·Martin
1-4

Saturday
Eastem Kentucky 0 Murray Stat~
J p.m.
Morehead @ UT· Martin, 2 p.m.
SEMO 0 Eastern Illinois, 1:30 p.m.
Missis~lppi St. @ Tennes!H.>e State,
6 p .m.

OVC Overall
SEMO
4-1
7-7
Morehead
6-2
13-5
Eastern lllinois 3-1
8-l
UT-Martin
5-2 14-6
Eastern Kentucky 5·3
9-7
Austin Peay
3-4
8-7
Murray State
2·5 3-14
Tertnessee Tech 1·5
4-8
Tertnessee State 0-6 3-10

OVCOveraU
Tennessee Tech 2-0 9·3-0
SEMO
1-0 9-1-0
Murray State
0-0 6-5-1
Eastern Illinois 0-1 8-2·0
UT-Martin
0-1 2-9-0
Morehead
0-1 1-11-0

n a game. Burlc
completed J9 of 27
passes for 229

Hicks leads rifle team to win
against Jacksonville State
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Women's tennis successful Volleyball wins two straight OVC games
at Chattanooga Fall Classic

"She's been out since our last win, so
no one has seen her play yet," Schwepker
said. ''She's very comparable to (Wood).
She's a good, stable player. She does all .
the right things."
Schwepker said Northcutt could return
to action in MSU's next game, 7 p.m.
Friday at Tennessee-Martin. He said her
return, along with Wood's, will be
important to the Racers now that the conference portion of the schedule is underway.
"It's all about winning conference
games," Schwepker said. "The most
important thing is winning the conference tournament. and when we get Jess
and Lindy back in there, we're back to
being real contenders in the conference
touman1ent So far, we•ve played every
team really tough without them in there,
and with those two in there, it's going to
make a big difference.''
The upcoming game at UT-Martin
kicks off a six-game road stretch for the
Racers that will give the team a chance to
avenge home conference losses from earlier in the season.
"I think the girls are fired up because
it's time to get revenge on these teams,"
Schwepker said. "Right now, we really
want to beat Tennessee-Martin. Our athletes are pretty upset with some things
that were said (after their game Sept. 20),
so we're fired up ro get some revenge
against them."
Despite having only three wins so far
this season, Schwepker said he is pleased
with the team.
"I would love more wins. and I expected more wins. but with injuries, that can't
be helped." Schwepker said. '1be way
Karri Rubcck/The News
the team perfonns night in and night out.
Murray
State
senior
middle
hitter Trena
I couldn't be happier with. The one thing
Fuh
attempts
to
earn
a
point
for the RaeI do know is that they're going to play
hard every time we get out there. I don't en In their 3-0 win Tuesday over Tenhave any complaints with this team."
nessee State. Fish had 12 kills in the game.

STAFF REPORT

The Racer vo11eyball team has won
two consecutive games after losing nine
in a row and its first five Ohio Valley
Conference matchups. The Racers
defeated Tennessee State 30-18, 30-16.
and 30-25 Tuesday at Racer Arena.
"We just wanted to do the things we've
worked on in practice," Head Coach
David Schwepker said. "We knew Tennessee State wouldn't be as tough
because they're young. They've got
some great hitters, but our kids just ex_ecuted and did a great job."
The win streak, which began with a
victory at Tennessee Tech on Sunday, is
the Racers' first of the season and gives
them a 2-5 OVC record (3- 14 overall).
MSU is three matches behind OVC
leader Southeast Missouri State.
Senior outside hitter Jessica Wood,
who missed several non-conference
games because of an ankle injury. led all
players with 15 kills and 12 defensive
digs against TSU. Schwepker said
Wood's return will have an even greater
impact on the team's perfonnance after
she is completely healed.
"She's not near where she was when
she left," Schwepker said. ''We knew she
would struggle. She's 5'7" and bas a really good vertical. But. when you're 5'7"
without a good vertical, you're going to
struggle. It' s going to take her a couple
more games to get going and be really
strong."
Senior middle hitter Trena Fish had 12
kills. Junior setter Chrissy Dabbert led
MSU with 24 assists, followed by junior
setter Meesa Olah with 11.
The Racers also have been hampered
by the absence of junior outside hitter
Lindy Northcutt, who has been sidelined
since early September after suffering a

that situation," Keasling said. "I worked it out
with some of the other coaches to find some
different opponents for all three girls.''
The Racers were equally impressive on the
doubles side of the tournament. The team of
Alonte and Steen went undefeated in four
matches in flight "B" and defeated Tennessee-Martin's duo 9-8 in the eight-game
pro set. Glass and Spencer were just as sharp,
going 4-1 and winning the tlight "A" consolation bracket with a victory over Tennessee
Tech's team, 8-5.
..
Overall, Keasling was pleased with the play
of her team and was extremely impressed
with how everyQne played the big points.
''I have to give almost all of the credit to
Caroline Trawick," Keasling said. "Caroline
works with them during practices on their
mental toughness. and that really showed
today when it came to playing in the big
spots.''
While the success of the team was important in Chattanooga, Keasling said some
added bonuses came out of the weekend.
"Well, first of all. we played utremely
well against fellow Ohio Valley Conference
teams," Keasling said. ''However, the fact
that we played again!>! Samford, Jacksonville
State and Tennessee-Chaltanooga helps
tremendously. We should see at least two of
those schools in our conference in about two
years."
The women's team will travel to another
Tennessee tournament this weekend where
the field looks to be stacked once again.
"Compared to last year. we're well ahead."
Keasling said. "However, we have a true test
coming up as the Middle Taennessee tournament will be a step up from th1s past one."
The Murray State women's team will com·
pete in the Middle Tennessee State Fan Classic in Murfreesboro, Tenn.. Oct. 12-14.
tom meniscus.

BY CHRIS JUNG
STAFF WRITER

The women's tennis team played a successful run last weekend at this year's University
of Tennessee-Chattanooga Fall Classic, finishing with a 21-17 record. The weekend
tournament was flighted and featured the play
of several Racer!> in each of the three sections.
Head Coach Connie Keasling, who is in her
thirteenth season at Murray State, took seven
team members to Chattanooga. She ended up
placing three participant!> in night "8," a
level usually designated for just two.
"1 decided to go ahead and use three,"
Keasling said. "With the seniors leaving at
the end of the season, 1 really wanted Cheryl
(Graham) to get a feel for what she would be
going up against next year."
The team was led in the singles bracket by
freshman Jaclyn Leeper. who won flight "C"
by defeating Tennessee Tech') representative
6-2, 6-3. Leeper went undefeated 4-0 in the
tournament and said she has no problem playing opponents who, in some cases. are three
years older.
"It can be intimidating at first. but I just try
to relax and have fun," Leeper sa1d.
Other standouts for the squad were sophcr
more Meli~sa Spencer. who reached the consolation final in flight "A" nnd junior Annette
Steen, who made her way to the consolation
final in flight "C" before losing 0-6. 3-6.
However, no situation stood out more than
the one in flight "B." Senior Kerry-Lea Glass
was successful in reaching the consolation
final in her bracket. only to find her opponent
would either be senior teammate Maria
Alonte or junior teammate Cheryl Graham.
Coach Keasling decided to let it end there.
" I don't have them ever play each other in
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University officials await state allocations

Freshmen speak before council

From Page 1

From Page 1
cessful it has been and how have
they regulated it. Wright said
some of the main negotiating
points are setting a minimum
ACT score and GPA and developing punitive actions to take
against a fraternity if fi rstsemester freshmen Rushees do
not meet those minimu m
requirements .
In the spring. Wright said the
committee will examine Rush as
a whole and also visit the campuses questioned in the fall to
further examine how their policies helped or hurt the campus
and Greek systems at their institutions.
Wright said the IFC may calt
together all of Murray State's
fraternities to a Greek forum so
they can hear the committee's
findings and make suggestions
to the comminee before thy
make an official proposal to
IFC.

Judicial board ruling
affects Sig Ep rushees
In a related matter. at Tuesday's IFC meeting, the IFC
accepted the IFC's judicial
board ruling of fining the Sig
Ep's $300 for allowing two firstseme~ter freshmen to receive

bids from the fraternity and
revoked their bids. The monetary fine was the minimum the
fraternity could be fined under
the IFC constitution.
The IFC judicial board recommended the two freshmen, Jordan GoJJ from Owensboro and
Michael McGrievy from St.
Charles, lll.. come before the
IFC and ask to be allowed to join
the fraternity. Both GoII and
McGrievy said they would do
more poorly academically if
they were not allowed to join.
"Ever since I've been in the
fraternity my grades have been
on the rise," Goll said. "We have
study hours. and if I wasn't in
the fraternity, I wouldn't study
as much ."
McGrievy said the Sig Eps
have helped him greatly with his
classes. especially math class.
through their study program.
"I think (the study hours) are a
great thing because 1 wouldn't
be
studying
without
it,''
McGrievy said.
Ryan Shelton. lFC representative for Sig Ep. said he supported the two freshmen and knew
them well before Rush week.
"These aren't two guys we just
met at Hotdogger." Shelton said.

"We've known these guys for
quite a while, and we have full
confidence in them. We would
not have inducted them or given
them a bid if we did not have
confidence in them."
IFC Rush Chair Jason Pillman,
also a Sig Ep member. said he
hoped the IFC would not leave a
bad impre:;:.ion on the two freo;hmen who wanted to join the
Greek system.
"I don' t think we should deny
them something because of a
foul up," Pittman said. ' "They
want to get involved and help
change the Greek system. We
have a quality academic program
to make sure they obtain their
goal. I hope that we, as a whole
body, do not leave a bad taste in
their mouths about the Greek
system as a whole when they are
here asking to be involved in the
Greek system."
lFC Pre:;ident Daniel Ballard
said he wanted all IFC representatives to report to their fraternities at their weekly meetings and
be ready to vote on the situation
at next week's meeting. lt will
require a two-thirds majority
vote from the fraternities to
allow Goll and McGrievy to
rejoin Sig Ep.
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cerned, but absolutely no deficiency in the services we provide to students."
In about two weeks. University officials will know exactly
how much of its budget Murray
State will be required to give
up.
''If the cut turns out to be less
than 5 percent, then the rest of
the money will go back to the
units that were cut,'' Harmon
said. ''But we don't know
exactly what the state is going
to impose."

Tom Denton, vice president
of finance and administrative
services, said all departments
and non-academic units were
affected by the cut. He added
that University Libraries is one
they try to protect in circumstances like a budget cut.
" We really try to protect
areas such as University
Libraries." Denton said. "Even
when our overall budget is low,
we still try to increase their
budget and try our best not to
cut them."

Denton said all departments
are susceptible to reduction. but
the severity of the cuts will
depend on the overall budget
cut.
··we're getting more information from the state in a couple weeks," Denton said. "Until
then we're on hold as far as
how much we' ll have to cut."
Until the state decides exactly how much money Murray
State will have to give up. University departments can only
wait and hope for the best.

Wall:
SGA leads efforts to show victim support
From Page 1
D.C.
Hansen said the SGA hopes
the wall will be completely
filled by the end of the two
weeks. "As American or International students, it's important
to express our feelings on this
issue to show that this isn't just
a New York issue, but an American one," he said.
Freshman Senator Jenny
Thomas said it is important for

all studems and faculty members to sign the wall and show
their support for the victims of
the tragedy. "We're all Americans. and we' re all in this
together,"
Thoma:;
said.
"Everyone is important."
Key said she wrote on the wall
that her prayers are with the victims and their families. "We
need to remember our national
and global leaders and that

we're a member of one commu·
nity. the global commun ity." she
said .
In addition to the remembrance wall. SGA has led other
efforts to show support for the
tragedy victims. The organization sponsored a blood drive,
and individual senators donated
teddy bears for a fund in honor
of children who were affected
by the terrorist attacks.
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